Make Your Brand Noticeable!

Banner | Banner Stand | Sign & Decals
Sky Tube Hanging | Fabric Displays
Flags | Table Cover | Canopy

order online @

.com

Banner
Vinyl Banners

Step & Repeat Banner
Heavy Duty Premium Banners
Billboard Printing
Backlit Banners
Vinyl Mesh Banners
Polyester Fabric Banners
Polyester Mesh Fabric Banners

Vinyl Banners
Product Specs
Material: High Quality PVC Flex
Graphic Weight: 11 Oz and 16 Oz after upgrade
Printing: Full Color, Eco Solvent Printing

Personalize Unique and Variety of Vinyl Banners
Eye-catching and attractive banners fulﬁll branding needs respect to huge customer stack.
Printlon is now available to provide customized vinyl banners and which are eventually pre-designed for business. Quality based vinyl banners create an instant visual impact for store sale
growth. Custom Vinyl banners are perfect choice for special events, grand openings, business
promotions, sports events, concerts, birthdays etc because they have high resistance against
weather and you can customize as per advertising need.

order online @

.com

ORDER

NOW

Step and Repeat Banners
Product Specs
Material: High Quality PVC Flex
Graphic Weight: 11 Oz and 16 Oz after upgrade
Printing: Full Color, Eco Solvent Printing

Having become a natural piece of design appears and enormous occasions, step and repeat
banners standards are much sought after nowadays. Get these massively viable and moderate
pennants at Printlon.com. Advance your logo, image, or item in the best route through a Custom
Step and Repeat background from Printlon.

ORDER

NOW
order online @

.com

Heavy Duty Premium
Banners
Product Specs
Material: High Quality PVC Flex
Graphic Weight: 16 Oz
Printing: Full Color, Eco Solvent Printing

With regards to advancing your business, we have your back. Our substantial premium pennant
items are planned utilizing the most unrivaled quality materials that can remain steadfast against
a climate. These altered vinyl pennants will keep on making buzz for your image without getting
harmed. What's extraordinary about these hard core banners is that they can be altered upon
your longing.

order online @

.com
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Billboard Printing
Product Specs
Material: High Quality PVC Flex
Graphic Weight: 11 Oz and 16 Oz after upgrade
Printing: Full Color, Eco Solvent Printing

Like custom vinyl divider decals and ﬂags, boards have the capacity to impart a message or
advancement to a focused on crowd. At the point when a business decides to show a bulletin, the
organization is planning to snatch an expansive crowd over a brief timeframe in light of the fact
that this kind of Billboard vinyl standard is posted along roads and well known focal points.

ORDER

NOW
order online @

.com

Backlit Banners
Product Specs
Material: Backlit Flex
Graphic Weight: 16 Oz
Printing: Full Color, Eco Solvent Printing

Open air banners have one disadvantage. They're incredible for brand acknowledgment and
client consideration however once the sun goes down, they bit by bit lose their adequacy. This,
nonetheless, isn't valid with ﬂex banners. By being lit from behind, these vinyl ﬂex banners'
extraordinary development permits them to mirror any close by light source.

ORDER

NOW
order online @

.com

Vinyl Mesh Banners
Product Specs
Material: PVC Mesh Its basket weave appearance allows 37% air-ﬂow through, making it ideal for large building,
stadium and fence wraps.
Graphic Weight: 9 oz
Printing: Full Color, Eco Solvent Printing

On the oﬀ chance that you are looking forward to advance your item/administration in the
outside, Vinyl Work Standards are there to ﬁll your need. They oﬀer most ideal message inclusion
to the majority, and end up being the mystery of an eﬀective battle. They are exceptionally
favored as a result of the solidness they have. Its vinyl work material makes the total promoting
pennant a climate amicable showstopper. Be it blustery, substantial downpours or splendid bright
days, custom vinyl work ﬂags do some incredible things in ensuring your limited time message in
the outside.

order online @

.com
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Polyester Fabric Banners
Product Specs
Material: Polyester Fabric
Graphic Weight: 200 GSM
Printing: Full Color, Dye-sublimation Printing

The Adaptable Alternative
For what reason is a polyester texture ﬂag an adaptable alternative? Polyester texture standards
are a ﬂexible alternative because of the wide range of ways you can hang them up. You can hang
up the pennant utilizing bungees, strings, or lines. You can append the banners to posts. On the
oﬀ chance that you are worried about the content or picture blurring, don't on the grounds that
we utilize great polyester with zero chance of blurring at any point in the near future.

order online @

.com
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Polyester Mesh
Fabric Banners
Product Specs
Material: 100% Polyester Mesh Fabric
Graphic Weight: 115 GSM
Printing: Full Color, Dye-sublimation Printing

USP: Winds or brilliant daylight, your promoting banners will stand straight on the oﬀ chance that
it is a Mesh Fabric Banners. Brought to you by Printlon, these tweaked texture work ﬂags are
superheroes in combatting extraordinary climate conditions. Regardless of its exceptionally
breezy, bright, or an unexpected storm; our quality Mesh Fabric Banners are suﬃcient to
withstand extreme climate wonders.

order online @

.com
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Banner Stands
Roll-up Banner Stand
Deluxe Wide Base Single-Screen Roll Up Banner Stands
Deluxe Wide Base Double-Screen Roll Up Banner Stands
Step & Repeat Adjustable Banner Stands
Korean X Banner Stands
L Banner Stands
LT Banner Stands
LT Banner Stands Double Sided
Adjustable Banner Stands

Roll-up Banner Stands
Product Specs
Graphic Material: PP (Polypropylene) Material
Graphic Thickness: 280 micron
Hardware Material: Aluminium Anodized Coated
Hardware Details: Aluminium anodized coated,available adjusting spring tension and alignment.
3 piece bungee pole with 15mm and 1mm thickness for more stable result.
Printing: Full Color, 600DPI, UV Printing
Graphic Weight: 240 GSM

As the name proposes, these Roll-up Banner Stands are anything but diﬃcult to set and move up
when not being used. Practically crease, store or convey these move up ﬂag remains starting with
one goal then onto the next. At Printlon, high-caliber and strength is given prime signiﬁcance,
thusly, you can be guaranteed of conspicuousness while managing us.

ORDER

NOW
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Deluxe Wide Base Single-Screen
Roll Up Banner Stands
Product Specs

Hardware Details:

Graphic Material: PP (Polypropylene) Material

Simple & elegant streamline form Aluminum base

Graphic Thickness: 280 micron

1.2mm thickness aluminum extrusion for Luxurious design

Hardware Material: Aluminium Anodized Coated

4 mm thickness chrome plastic end-plates, double protection, and fancy,

Printing: Full Color, UV Printing

luxurious .Adjustable feet could be kept level on the ﬂoor.

Graphic Weight: 240 GSM

3 piece of bungee pole, the dia size reach 18mm with 1mm thickness.
New design padded carry bag for durability and protection

Fancy wide-base single-screen move up stands are exactly what the name says. Above all else,
these luxurious compact presentation stands give you a greater amount of all the incredible
highlights and advantages of a standard move up banner stand. For instance, they are six inches
more extensive, so you have more zone on which to grandstand your message. The more extensive base likewise gives the stand more prominent strength.

order online @
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Deluxe Wide Base Double-screen
Roll Up Banner Stands
Product Specs

Hardware Details:

Graphic Material: PP (Polypropylene) Material

Simple & elegant streamline form Aluminum base

Graphic Thickness: 280 micron

1.2mm thickness aluminum extrusion for Luxurious design

Hardware Material: Aluminium Anodized Coated

4 mm thickness chrome plastic end-plates, double protection, and fancy,

Printing: Full Color, UV Printing

luxurious .Adjustable feet could be kept level on the ﬂoor.

Graphic Weight: 240 GSM

3 piece of bungee pole, the dia size reach 18mm with 1mm thickness.
New design padded carry bag for durability and protection

Our fancy wide-based, twofold sided roll up banner stands gives your message more noteworthy
presentation in two diﬀerent ways. Most signiﬁcant is that the prints can be seen from the two
sides, helping you arrive at twice the same number of individuals. What's more, the base is six
inches more extensive than our ordinary move up banner stands, so the standards themselves are
more extensive. These vertical banners with stands are well known outside of public exhibition
stalls and retail locations, grabbing the eye of passers by from the two bearings.

order online @

.com
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Step and Repeat
AdjustableBanner Stands
Product Specs
Graphic Material: Polyester Fabric
Graphic GSM: 200
Pole Diameter: Bottom diameter of the pole- 38 mm - Top diameter of the pole- 30 mm
PoleThickness: 1.4 mm

Get this excellent Adjustable Banner Represent your next occasion. Be it an honorary pathway
occasion or a little gathering, publicize your image/logo through signiﬁcant plan and example.
Printlon oﬀers six standard examples to browse. With this progression and repeat banners, you
make certain to establish a major connection with your guests and customers. The expert evaluation conﬁguration subtleties and specialized texture of this Progression and Banners Show stand
will leave an enduring impact on everybody.

order online @

.com
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Korean X Banner Stands
Product Specs
Graphic Material: High Quality PVC Flex
Graphic Thickness: 0.26 +/-0.03mm
Hardware Material: Carbon Composite Fiber
Printing: Full Color, Eco Solvent Printing
Graphic Weight: 11 Oz

To the extent tough and durable banner stands go, the Korean style ones we have at Printlon are
undisputed top choices with our clients. They are very moderate and adaptable enough to oblige
practically any kind of signage required for an occasion. Accessible in a scope of sizes and hues,
their lightweight and compact highlights make them perfect for public expos, shows, introductions and in showrooms.

order online @

.com
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L Banner Stands
Product Specs
Graphic Material: PP (Polypropylene) Material
Graphic Thickness: 280 micron
Hardware Material: Carbon Composite Fiber
Printing: Full Color, UV Printing
Graphic Weight: 240 GSM

Any entrepreneur today, understands the consistently developing signiﬁcance of advertising,
particularly with regards to the online world. Be that as it may, numerous organizations do digress
from towards a more straightforward way to deal with promoting, which empowers them to
charm the consideration of their intended interest group progressively. Truly, we are discussing
ground or ﬁeld showcasing, and to prevail in those endeavors, you have to have advertising instruments and hardware that can assist you with changing over watchers into clients.

order online @
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LT Banner Stands
Product Specs
Graphic Material: PP (Polypropylene) Material
Graphic Thickness: 280 micron
Hardware Material: Aluminium Anodized Coated
Printing: Full Color, UV Printing
Graphic Weight: 240 GSM

There is no denying that an enormous number of advertisers, independent ventures, and ﬁrms
today despite everything inﬂuence on promotion standards and signage as a methods for compelling ongoing advertising. One of the most well known sorts of ad signage is L and T banner stands.
One reason why L banner stands are so mainstream is on the grounds that they permit you to say
signiﬁcantly more regarding an item, administration, or brand with designs than you can with
words.

order online @

.com
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LT Banner Stands
Double Sided
Product Specs
Graphic Material: PP (Polypropylene) Material
Graphic Thickness: 280 micron
Hardware Material: Aluminium Anodized Coated
Printing: Full Color, UV Printing
Graphic Weight: 240 GSM

With our Custom Tradeshow Banner Stands, grandstand your image proﬁciently at any indoor or
outside occasion! Great banner to advance your image at whenever.
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Adjustable Banner Stands
Product Specs
Graphic Material: Polyester Fabric
Graphic GSM: 200
Pole Diameter: Bottom diameter of the pole- 38 mm - Top diameter of the pole- 30 mm
PoleThickness: 1.4 mm

An opportunity to advance your business and brand is presently. Your rivals will absolutely not
hang tight for you to get up to speed and you truly would prefer not to be deserted, isn't that
right? All things considered, on the oﬀ chance that your banner crashes and burns during that
public exhibition, at that point you truly will have something to stress over. Luckily, our adjustable
banner stands have been intended to forestall that.
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Signs & Decals
Opaque Window Decals
Die Cut Decals
Clear Window Decals
Perforated Window Signs or One Way Vision Signs
Clear Window Static Clings
Opaque Window Static Clings
Magnetic Signs
Acrylic Signs
Yard Signs
PVC Foam Board Signs

Window Decals (Opaque)
Product Specs
Material: White Vinyl (Opaque)
Film: 100 Micron White Monomeric Vinyl
Color: White Gloss Front/Back
Material Thickness: 250 microns
Graphic Weight: 130 GSM
Size Variance: +/- 3mm
Glossiness: Surface Gloss 70 Min
Printing: Full Color, Eco-Solvent or Latex Print

Opaque Window Decals and Window Stickers
Opaque Window decals are smooth and frequently enhance cheap food habitats and ﬁlms.
Coordinated with organizing ﬂoor decals, they give a glorious look to any indoor or open air
surface. Tweaked window decals are imprinted on white material and accompany pre-stuck backs
for simple strip and-stick application on any smooth surface.
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NOW
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.com

Die-Cut Decals
Product Specs
Material: White Vinyl (Opaque)
Film: 100 Micron White Monomeric Vinyl
Color: White Gloss Front/Back
Material Thickness: 250 microns
Graphic Weight: 130 GSM
Size Variance: +/- 3mm
Glossiness: Surface Gloss 70 Min
Printing: Full Color, Eco-Solvent or Latex Print

Stickers/Decals have gotten one of the most productive approaches to brighten and pass on your
message. They are anything but diﬃcult to stick, advantageous to expel and reasonable to get, in
addition to the special component permits you to publicize your logo, image, item or message as
well. These highlights have made stickers greatly well known with clients.
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NOW
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Clear Window Decals
Product Specs
Material: "Clear Vinyl.
Film: Gloss Optical Ultra Clear Transparent Monomeric Calendered Vinyl with Clear Back Paper."
Color: Clear front / Clear back
Material Thickness: 120 microns
Graphic Weight: 130 GSM
Size Variance: +/- 3mm
Printing: Full Color, UV Printing

Storefront window signs can say a lot about your business, and Printlon oﬀers boundless
prospects for you to advance your business in a creative, eye-getting way. Use storefront window
illustrations to let bystanders think about a deal, advancement, or uncommon arrangement. Have
one previously introduced? Update it and remain ebb and ﬂow with the seasons, occasions, and
other neighborhood occasions! We have an amazing determination of storefront window signs,
store decals, and clear window decals for business that are totally adaptable.

order online @
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Perforated Window Signs
or One Way Vision Signs
Product Specs
Material: Perforated Oneway (Self adhesive)
Color: White front / Black back
Perforation Ratio: 70/30
Material Thickness: 150 microns
Graphic Weight: 160 GSM
Size Variance: +/- 3mm
Printing: Full Color, Eco solvent Printing

Tired of using custom banners that allow sunlight to stream through your business's window? By
using perforated window signs that are made with a special ﬁlm, that issue can easily be resolved.
Similar to having tinted windows on a car, passers-by will be able to read these signs without
distractions because light sources are only able to bounce back in one direction.

ORDER

NOW
order online @
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Clear Window Static Clings
Product Specs
Material: Static clear vinyl(non-adhesive, apply by static Pressure)
Color: Clear front / White back
Material Thickness: 150 ±10 µ m
Graphic Weight: 170 GSM
Size Variance: +/- 3mm
Printing: Full Color, UV Printing

Clear Window Static Clings are similar to regular window decals except printed on clear material,
making it more suitable for certain type of artworks such as logos and store hours. Custom static
window clings can be applied on both sides of a glass (inside application comes with reverse
printing). Therefore, we can use them as static cling window decals and rear window stickers for
cars.

order online @
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Product Specs

Window Static Clings
(Opaque)

Material: Static White(opaque) non-adhesive, applied by Static pressure
Substrate: White PVC
Color: White front/White back
Material Thickness: 150 ±10 µ m
Graphic Weight: 190 GSM
Size Variance: +/- 3mm
Printing: Full color, UV Print

Custom Window Clings may appear to be only equivalent to window stickers, be that as it may,
they are deﬁnitely not. The top notch material is the primary part that separates it from the later.
Likewise, a window stick doesn't utilize glue likes decals and stickers do. They can be altered by
any shape or plan and take seconds to be introduced. The way that window sticks can be expelled
and introduced on numerous occasions makes it a favored method for business promoting.
Printlon Static Clings are made of premium-quality adaptable Vinyl, which doesn't expect glue to
be put on the glass surface. Utilizing the surrounding dampness and not simply the standard
glues, they set apart from conventional window stickers.

order online @
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Magnetic Signs
Product Specs
Material: Flexible Magnetic Sheet
Material Thickness: 800 micron
Graphic Weight: 2570 GSM
Printing: Full Color, UV Printing
Printing Type: Direct printing on substrate

Some little to moderate sized organizations use organization vehicles for both work and individual use. Tell individuals when you're open for business through custom magnetic signs. Each time
you pass by people on foot or diﬀerent drivers in your organization vehicle, it will ﬁll in as a limited
time sign for your business with our custom magnetic signs and decals. It is a simple method to
tell individuals the location, area and hours of your business, for instance, without having them
walk directly to the retail facade.

order online @
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PVC Foam Board Signs
Product Specs
Material: PVC Foam Board
Finish: Matte Finish won't glare in photos
Color: White
Material Thickness: 5 mm (3/16")
Printing: Full Color, UV Printing
Printing Type: Direct printing on substrate

Proﬁcient • Flexible • Adjustable
PVC Foam board signs and banners give you most extreme incentive for transient indoor employments. The PVC in our Foam board truly represents polyvinyl chloride, yet it could mean
proﬁcient, adaptable, adjustable.
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Acrylic Signs
Product Specs
Material: Cast Acrylic (Opaque)
Thickness: 5 mm
Weight: 5550 GSM
Tensile Strength: 760 kg/cm2
Tear Resistance: >=1016 Ohm
Finish: Glossy
Printing: Direct UV printing on substrate

Appreciate the glass-like polish of custom acrylic signs without the danger of breakage.
Upgrade the polished skill of your business with delightful and useful custom acrylic signs. Their
smooth, cleaned look ﬁts organization logo shows, division distinguishing proof, acrylic oﬃce
signs, and worker name plates.

order online @
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Yard Signs
Product Specs
Material: Corﬂute
Material Thickness: 5 mm
Graphic Weight: 890 GSM
Printing: Full Color, UV Printing
Printing Type: Direct printing on substrate

Yard signs are an incredible decision for yard deals, reunions, welcome home signs, political signs,
land signs, group pride, and that's only the tip of the iceberg. These signs say something and still
keep your neighbors upbeat.

ORDER

NOW
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Flags
Feather Flags

Teardrop Flags
Blade Flags
Rectangle Flags
L Flags
Giant Flags
Pinpoint Flags
Car Flags
Suction Cup Flags
Clip Flags
Desk Flags
Hand Flags
Crowd Flags

Feather Flag
Base Speciﬁcation

Product Specs
Graphic Material: Flag Fabric
Graphic Weight: 90 GSM
Hardware Material: Carbon Composite Fiber Glass
Pole Diameter
Highest Pole Diameter: 4 mm
Lowest Pole Diameter: 23 mm
Base Option: Cross Base/ Spike Base
Finishing: Black pole pocket at left side

Get Your Image Saw Anyplace!
On the oﬀ chance that your business needs a compelling outside publicizing arrangement that is
one of a kind and directions consideration, our custom quill ﬂags are exactly what you need!
Made of sturdy Banner texture that is climate safe, our quill publicizing ﬂags will yell your
message without taking up a ton of ground space. We oﬀer boundless prospects for promoting
an uncommon deal, occasion or business message in a helpful, alluring and moderate way.

order online @

.com

Flag size (WXH)

Total Pole Length

No. Of Poles

1.55' x 5.5'

2.7 m

3 poles

2' x 7.58'

3.5 m

4 poles

2' x 9.58'

4m

4 poles

2.25' x 11.5'

4.5 m

4 poles

2.5' x 15.42'

5.5 m

5 poles

Spike Base
Leg Length:20"
Base Diameter:13.5 mm
Holder Diameter:16.5mm

Cross Base
Leg Length:14.5"(4nos)
Ground Clearance:55mm
Base Diameter:13.5mm
Holder Diameter:16.5mm
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Teardrop Flags
Base Speciﬁcation

Product Specs
Graphic Material: Flag Fabric
Graphic Weight: 90 GSM
Hardware Material: Carbon Composite Fiber Glass
Pole Diameter
Highest Pole Diameter:4 mm
Lowest Pole Diameter:23 mm
Base Option: Cross Base/ Spike Base
Finishing: Black pole pocket at left side

Get Your Image Saw Anyplace!
Get all set to show up at an occasion outside or inside. Request a custom teardrop ﬂag by picking
your favored size and shading. You can look over our predeﬁned width and stature mixes too. We
likewise help you to beneﬁt as much as possible from your ﬂag territory with the goal that you
communicate as the need should arise plainly. Probably the best component of ﬂag publicizing is
that it permits you to catch the eye from great distances abroad while sparing you ground space
simultaneously. In this way, put in your request now and watch individuals blowing some people's
minds to pay heed to what you are publicizing.

order online @

.com

Flag size (WXH)

Total Pole Length

No. Of Poles

2.08' x 5'

2.7 m

3 poles

2.5' x 5.42'

3.5 m

4 poles

3' x 6.92'

4m

4 poles

3.33' x 7.75'

4.5 m

4 poles

4.58' x 11.67'

5.5 m

5 poles

Spike Base
Leg Length:20"
Base Diameter:13.5 mm
Holder Diameter:16.5mm

Cross Base
Leg Length:14.5"(4nos)
Ground Clearance:55mm
Base Diameter:13.5mm
Holder Diameter:16.5mm
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NOW

Blade Flags
Base Speciﬁcation

Product Specs
Graphic Material: Flag Fabric
Graphic Weight: 90 GSM
Hardware Material: Carbon Composite Fiber Glass
Pole Diameter
Highest Pole Diameter: 4 mm
Lowest Pole Diameter: 23 mm
Base Option: Cross Base/ Spike Base
Finishing: Black pole pocket at left side

Flag size (WXH)

Total Pole Length

No. Of Poles

1.55' x 5.5'

2.7 m

3 poles

2' x 7.58'

3.5 m

4 poles

2' x 9.58'

4m

4 poles

2.25' x 11.5'

4.5 m

4 poles

2.5' x 15.42'

5.5 m

5 poles

Spike Base
Leg Length:20"
Base Diameter:13.5 mm
Holder Diameter:16.5mm

Cross Base
Leg Length:14.5"(4nos)
Ground Clearance:55mm
Base Diameter:13.5mm
Holder Diameter:16.5mm

ORDER

NOW
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Rectangle Flags
Product Specs
Graphic Material: Flag fabric
Graphic Weight: 90 GSM
Single Sided Printing: Single sided ﬂags will show the image on the back side as a mirrored image with
70-80% visibility.
Double Sided Printing: Double sided ﬂags can have 2 separate images or the same image.
These ﬂags have a liner sewn in between the two sides
Finishing: 3" white pole pocket OR metal grommets on selected side.
NOTE: We oﬀer only graphic for the ﬂag. No hardware comes with this product

Need to establish a permanent connection in your next tradeshow, or need to pull in far more
clients at your next enormous deal? At that point you are in karma! Other than having the best
planners in the group and bespoke standards and signage at Printlon, we likewise oﬀer a scope of
custom pennant ﬂags and showcases at costs that should be believed to be accepted.
Not exclusively will you have the option to stand apart among your rivals, yet your potential
clients will make some hard memories avoiding your slow down. Let our 10 foot square shape
hand crafted ﬂags wave them over for you, while you deal with elevating your products to the
amassed masses.

order online @
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L Flags
Base Speciﬁcation

Product Specs
Graphic Material: Flag Fabric
Graphic Weight: 90 GSM
Hardware Material: Aluminum Poles
Pole Diameter
Pole Diameter: 25.5 mm
Base Option: Cross Base
Finishing: Black pole pocket at left side

Flag size (WXH)

Total Pole Length

No. Of Poles

27.5" X 87"

2.8 m

3 poles

27.5" X 128"

3.8 m

4 poles

32.5" X 167"

4.8 m

5 poles

Cross Base
Leg Length: 14.5"(4nos)
Ground Clearance: 55mm
Base Diameter: 13.5mm
Holder Diameter: 16.5mm

Customized L- ﬂag banners set the standard for colossal showcases with a little impression. L-banners are an amazing decision for:
Public exhibitions, Extraordinary Occasions, Walkway Showcases, Trade Shows, Conventions
Special Events, Sales, In-Store Displays

order online @
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Giant Flags
Base Speciﬁcation

Product Specs
Graphic Material: Flag Fabric
Graphic Weight: 90 GSM
Hardware Material: Aluminum Telescopic Poles
Base Option: Round Base/ Square Base
Round Base for sizes: 2.63 x 10.17 ft
Square Base for size: 4.67 x 18.67 ft & 3.58 x 13 ft

Round Base
Diameter: 64 cm
Height: 20 cm

Flag size (WXH)

Total Pole Length

No. Of Poles

2.63' X 10.17'

4m

1 telescopic in three layer, 1 for horizontal ﬁtting

3.58' X 13'

5m

1 telescopic in for layer, 1 for horizontal ﬁtting

4.67' X 18.67'

7m

1 telescopic in for layer, 1 for horizontal ﬁtting

Square Base
Diameter: 79 cm x79 cm
Height: 15 cm
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Pinpoint Flags
Product Specs
Graphic Material: Flag Fabric
Graphic Weight: 90 GSM
Hardware Material: Carbon Composite Fiber Glass
Pole Diameter: Highest Pole Diameter : 6 mm
Lowest Pole Diameter: 17.5 mm
Base Option: Spike Base/ Cross Base/ Square Base
Finishing: Black pole Pocket with Zipper end to close.

In the event that curiosity stands out, at that point the Pinpoint Flag's particular style makes
certain to draw brand mindfulness! The Medium Pinpoint Flag publicizing signs are 43" wide by
86" tall. The realistic bundle for these ﬂags for business publicizing accompanies unique open air
texture. The indoor ﬂag realistic is a full shading, edge-to-edge, color sublimated Fence Work
print, completed with dark ﬂag trim as shaft pocket.

order online @

.com

Base Speciﬁcation

Spike Base
Leg Length: 20''
Base Diameter: 13.5 mm
Holder Diameter: 16.5mm

Cross Base
Leg Length: 14.5''(4nos)
Ground Clearance: 55mm
Base Diameter: 13.5mm
Holder Diameter: 16.5mm

Square Base
Size: 300 x 300 mm
Thickness: 4 mm, rounded corner

ORDER
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Car Flags
Product Specs
Graphic Material: Flag Fabric
Graphic Weight: 90 GSM
Hardware Material: Plastic
Pole Diameter
Pole Diameter for Economy Flag: 10 mm
Pole Diameter for Premium Flag: 12 mm
Finishing: White pocket at left side to insert the stick

Vehicle window ﬂags are the ideal method to exhibit your inclinations as you travel through your
region and around town. Proposed for establishment on side windows of your vehicle, these
printed vehicle ﬂags are normally intended for outside use and can withstand wet and blustery
conditions. Get eyeballs with our custom vehicle ﬂags appropriate for

ORDER

NOW
order online @
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Suction Cup Flags
Product Specs
Printing: Sublimation printing
Material: 90 GSM Knitted Flag Fabric
Product Shapes: Rectangle, Teardrop and Blade
Hardware: Pole & Clip
Hardware material: The pole is carbon composite ﬁbre and the clip is plastic
Dimensions for Rectangle shape: 72x10x10 cm
Dimensions for Blade/Teardrop Shape: 103x10x10 cm

Stimulate the Life of Your Business
You never need to fall behind with regards to connecting with clients. Level, deadened open air
publicizing can transform a remarkable promotion crusade into an inert one. You have to change
those crusade thoughts into an invigorating visit de power.
We have quite recently the ticket. Dynamic promoting suction cup ﬂags give you an exceptional
unique nearness. Regardless of whether they're square shape, tear, or cutting edge, these custom
texture standard ﬂags furnish you with the must-have inventive options you need. The best part
is that altered business ﬂags are reusable and simple to gather for your beneﬁt.

order online @
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Clip Flags
Product Specs
Printing: Sublimation printing
Material: 90 GSM Knitted Flag Fabric
Product Shapes: Rectangle, Teardrop and Blade
Hardware: Pole & Clip
Hardware material: The pole is carbon composite ﬁbre and the clip is plastic
Dimensions for Rectangle shape: 74x8x8 cm
Dimensions for Blade/Teardrop Shape: 58x8x8 cm
Note: Hardware diﬀers as per the shape selection

Clip Flags are one of the best way to publicize!
Ensure that you message is constantly perused quickly with our Clip Flags! Publicize a current or
new item, or oﬀer subtleties of an energizing, new advancement.
Customize our ﬂags in any capacity that you need - get any message printed upon them, using
only one side or both.
Our excellent Clip Flags come in pretty hues and plans that make certain to tempt and draw in
your focused on crowd.
We oﬀer clip hails in three shapes: tear, square shape and cutting edge.

order online @

.com

ORDER

NOW

Desk Flags
Product Specs
Printing: Sublimation printing
Material: 90 GSM Knitted Flag Fabric
Product Shapes: Blade & Teardrop
Hardware: Pole + base + carrybag
Dimensions: 34x10x10 cm

Get Your Image Saw Anyplace!
Custom desk ﬂags- the eye catching and in a hurry publicizing medium your business needs
1. Advanced printing and self-shading for high eﬀect publicizing
2. Single sided imprinting on premium quality sewed polyester texture
3. Twofold sided imprinting on denier polyester and shut out liner to make most extreme introduction from the two closures
4. Simple to convey and gather in minutes

order online @

.com

ORDER

NOW

Hand Flags
Product Specs
Printing: Sublimation printing
Material: 90 GSM Knitted Flag Fabric
Hardware: Available with four diﬀerent hardware options

Size

Fixture

6" x 4"

25cm length, 5mm diameter black solid plastic pole with Black Cusp on top

12" x 8"

40cm length, 6mm diameter black hollow plastic pole with round ball on top

18" x 12"

60cm length, 8mm diameter black hollow plastic pole with round ball on top

36" X 24"

100cm length, 1cm diameter white hollow plastic pole

A moderate method to promote your business
Customized hand ﬂags are an incredible publicizing instrument for advancing your image and
building mindfulness. Furthermore, that too without acquiring a great deal of expenses - they are
one of the most conservative alternatives out there.

ORDER

NOW
order online @

.com

Crowd Flags
Product Specs
Graphic Material: Flag fabric
Graphic Weight: 90 GSM
Finishing: Stitched all around
Note: We oﬀer only graphic for the ﬂag. No hardware comes with this product

Prepare to pick up the ideal fascination with our Crowd Flags, Arena Surfers, or Giant Crowd
Flags. It is ﬂexible, and custom ﬁtted for both Business and Private employments. Make your
message unmistakable at

ORDER

NOW
order online @

.com

Table Cover
Blank Full Color Table Covers & Throws

Premium Full Color Table Covers & Throws
Open Corner Table Covers
Table Runners
Fitted Table Cover
Stretch Table Cover
Round Stretch Table Covers
Premium White Table Covers & Throws
Pleated Table Covers
Round Table Throws
Round Fitted Table Covers
Rectangle Table Toppers
Round Table Toppers

Premium
Blank Full Color
Table Covers & Throws
Product Specs
Printing: Full
Material:
Polyester
Color, Fabric
Dye-sublimation Printing
Material:Weight:
Graphic
Polyester
170
Fabric
GSM
Graphic Weight: 200 GSM

Premium Full Color Table Covers & Throws
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Premium
PremiumFull
FullColor
Color
Table Covers & Throws
Product Specs
Printing: Full Color, Dye-sublimation Printing
Material: Polyester Fabric
Graphic Weight: 200 GSM

Premium Full Color Table Covers & Throws
Be that as it may, a few associations incline toward ﬂaunting their image with a shaded base.
Cafés, radio broadcasts and schools generally request these in light of the fact that they are
utilizing shades that are related with their mascot or logo.
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Open Corner
Premium
Table
FullCovers
Color
Table Covers & Throws
Product Specs
Printing: Full
Material:
Polyester
Color, Fabric
Dye-sublimation
200 GSM Printing
Material: Dye-sub
Printing:
Polyestertechnology
Fabric
Printing, Full Color
Graphic Weight: 200 GSM

Premium Full Color Table Covers & Throws
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Premium
TableFull
Runners
Color
Table Covers & Throws
Product Specs
Printing: Full Color, Dye-sublimation Printing
Material: Polyester Fabric
Graphic Weight: 200 GSM

Premium Printed
Uniquely
Full Color
Table
Table
Runners
Coverswith
& Throws
Printlon
Altered
Be
that table
as it materials
may, a few
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custom Table
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choices to full-cover tablecloths because of
their adaptable use. Other than utilizing them on the tables, they can likewise be utilized for
numerous showcase purposes, remembering hanging for the divider!
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Premium
Fitted Table
FullCovers
Color
Table Covers & Throws
Product Specs
Printing: Full Color, Dye-sublimation Printing
Material: Polyester Fabric
Graphic Weight: 200 GSM

Premium Full Color Table Covers & Throws
Be
that
as it may,
a few associations
incline
ﬂaunting
theirwrinkle
image with
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With
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the oﬀ
the quality, that will frustrate your reliability. That is unequivocally why you need the best 3-sided
custom ﬁtted table Covers produced using highest caliber and made to superbly ﬁt the table at
tradeshows.
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Stretch
Premium
Table
FullCovers
Color
Table Covers & Throws
Product Specs
Printing: Full Color, Dye-sublimation Printing
Material: Stretch
Polyester
Fabric,
FabricStretchability : 70/30%
Graphic Weight: 180
200 GSM

Premium Full
Stretches
to Flawlessness
Color Table Covers & Throws
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Premium
Round
Full
Stretch
Color
Table Covers
Table
& Throws
Covers
Product Specs
Printing: Full Color, Dye-sublimation Printing
Material: Stretch
Polyester
Fabric,
FabricStretchability : 70/30%
Graphic Weight: 180
200 GSM

Premium Full
Adaptable
Enough
Colorfor
Table
Each
Covers
Need & Throws
Printlon
Be
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remains
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fewmost
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solid andincline
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towardstandard
ﬂauntingand
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table
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logo.
ignore - the adaptability. We accept that
a decent table cover is one that is reasonable for each event regardless of the size of table. We
needed to give our clients one arrangement that could without much of a stretch ﬁt all the
occasions and events for a considerable length of time to come. Furthermore, that is the reason
we presented the exceptional, great ﬂexible round table covers.

order online @
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Premium White
Table Covers & Throws
Product Specs
Printing: Full Color, Dye-sublimation Printing
Material: Polyester Fabric
Graphic Weight: 200 GSM

Be that as it may, a few associations incline toward ﬂaunting their image with a shaded base.
Cafés, radio broadcasts and schools generally request these in light of the fact that they are
utilizing shades that are related with their mascot or logo.

ORDER

NOW
order online @

.com

Pleated Table Covers
Product Specs
Printing: Full Color, Dye-sublimation Printing
Material: Polyester Fabric
Graphic Weight: 200 GSM

A Thin Of Style And A Feeling Of Move
On the oﬀ chance that you need neither extravagant table material nor plain table tosses, at that
point our Pleated table Covers consolidate both and live up to your desires about everything in
the middle. To create excellent creases, the mystery lies in sewing even holes of material together
and ﬁx them. Exclusively printed table Covers with creases, Cover and add some enthusiasm to
visual sense. Contrasted and plain table tosses, they convey thin style and a feeling of move.

order online @

.com
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NOW

Round
Premium
Table
Full
Throws
Color
Table Covers & Throws
Product Specs
Printing: Full
Material:
Polyester
Color, Fabric
Dye-sublimation
200 GSM Printing
Material: Dye-sub
Printing:
Polyestertechnology
Fabric
Printing, Full Color
Graphic Weight: 200 GSM

Premium Full Color Table Covers & Throws
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occasions. Be it little or huge measured shows, expos or presentations, these custom round table
covers are going to serve you with most extreme eﬀortlessness and complexity.
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Premium
Round
FullFitted
Color
Table Covers
Table
& Throws
Covers
Product Specs
Printing: Full Color, Dye-sublimation Printing
Material: Polyester Fabric
Graphic Weight: 200 GSM
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logo. access to things lying underneath the
table. It is best when the table is utilized to grandstand your items or leaﬂets to the possibility
with the fourth side being utilized by your group. The four-sided, round ﬁtted table covers
conceal the tables from all points and are best when the tables are set in the room.
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Rectangle
Premium
TableFull
Toppers
Color
Table Covers & Throws
Product Specs
Printing: Full Color, Dye-sublimation Printing
Material: Stretch
Polyester
Fabric,
FabricStretchability : 70/30%
Graphic Weight: 180
200 GSM
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To
Top offFull
AnyColor
Occasion
Table Covers & Throws
Printlon
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there are numerous explanations behind
picking a table topper that solitary covers the top piece of the table.
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Round
Premium
TableFull
Toppers
Color
Table Covers & Throws
Product Specs
Printing: Full Color, Dye-sublimation Printing
Material: Stretch
Polyester
Fabric,
FabricStretchability : 70/30%
Graphic Weight: 180
200 GSM
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Full Color
SizesTable
and Hues
Covers & Throws
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or logo.our rectangular or adjust ﬂexible table
Covers are utilized for table topper just as opposed to the entire body from table topper to leg.
Remember that our round spandex table Covers are accessible in diﬀerent sizes and hues. The
texture we use extends in four diﬀerent ways, which empowers your logo to completely cover
and give clear perceivability.
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Fabric Displays
Straight Pillowcase Backdrop
Curve Pillowcase Backdrop
Wall Box
EZ Extend Displays
Photography Backdrop
Fabric Pop-up Straight Display
Fabric Pop-up Curve Display
Fabric Pop-up Counter Display
Fabric Adjustable Banner Stand
Fabric Step And Repeat Adjustable Banner Stand

Product Specs

Straight Pillow
Case Backdrop

Graphic Material: Polyester Fabric
Graphic GSM: 200
Pole Diameter: 32 mm
Pole Thickness: 1.4 mm

What's Gentler Than a Pillowcase?
Wonderful pillowcase backdrops make shows a breeze. Backdrop banner stand can be customized into ten minutes or less - it's a problem free arrangement! Pillowcase settings are incredible
for introductions, promotions, item shows, and then some!
Pillowcase shows accompany an aluminum outline that snaps together rapidly for an amazing
backdrop. With our custom backdrop printing, make large shows that are eye-catchers at shows,
public expos, deals, or any occasion inside and outside.

order online @

.com

ORDER

NOW

Product Specs

Curve Pillow
Case Backdrop

Graphic Material: Polyester Fabric
Graphic GSM: 200
Pole Diameter: 32 mm
Pole Thickness: 1.4 mm
Hardware Material: Aluminium Frame with Plastic Attachments
Printing: Full Color, 1440DPI, Dye-sublimation Printing
Graphic Weight: 200 GSM

Need to stand apart from the pack with a one of a kind showcase choice? It is safe to say that you
are searching for that wow factor which will loan extraordinary fascination in your special banner,
making it the discussion of everybody who sees it?

ORDER

NOW
order online @

.com

Wall Box
Product Specs
Graphic Material: Polyester Fabric
Graphic GSM: 200
Pole Diameter: 32 mm
Pole Thickness: 1.4 mm
Hardware Material: Aluminium Frame with Plastic Attachments
Printing: Full Color, 1440DPI, Dye-sublimation Printing

It's immense in size, so it is extremely viable!
A custom texture wall box for dividers is one of the most helpful implies that you can use for the
promoting of your business!
This promoting device is so huge, and passes on your message adequately. It sure will give you
the consideration that you merit, paying little mind to where you set it up.

order online @

.com
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NOW

EZ Extend Display
Product Specs
Graphic Material: Polyester Fabric
Hardware Material: Aluminium
Printing: Full Color, 1440DPI, Dye-sublimation Printing
Graphic Weight: 200 GSM
Graphic Size Variance Upto 5 ft: +/- 0.5 inch
Graphic Size Variance > 5 ft: +/- 1 inch

Stand Yourself Out In Publicizing
With regards to publicizing, you should be on the game. Brief error can give a lead to your rival.
This is the place our custom polyester texture banners come in. During BTL promoting, individuals frequently tragically overlook publicizing shows. To ensure you have the best expo banner
stands and shows in the market, decide on the EZ Extend Display.
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NOW
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.com

Photography Backdrop
Product Specs
Graphic Material: Polyester Fabric
Graphic GSM: 200
Pole Diameter: Diameter for pole 38mm at bottom,34mm at middle and 30mm at Top.
Pole Thickness: 1.4 mm
Hardware Material: Black Coated Aluminum
Printing: Full Color, 1440DPI, Dye-sublimation Printing

The Ideal Backdrop - Anyplace
Photography Backdrops are ﬂexible and lovely for your photography needs. Utilize the unblemished white surface or include a shaded light for some additional ﬂair. Our compact framework
accompanies a helpful conveying case for simple travel and capacity, so you can take your studio
with you anyplace. Use photography Backdrops for occasions, weddings, parties, or whenever
you need an expert foundation.

order online @

.com

ORDER

NOW

Product Specs

Fabric Pop-up
Straight Display

Graphic Material: Polyester Fabric
Graphic GSM: 200
Pole Diameter: 17 mm
PoleThickness: 1.4 mm
Hardware Material: Aluminum Frame with Wooden Attachments
Printing: Full Color, 1440DPI, Dye-sublimation Printing

An incredible option in contrast to customary backdrop display, this fabric pop-up up is a dynamic
and ﬁrmly woven outwardly engaging occasion show. It accompanies a great aluminum outline
that is unfathomably simple to amass. In light of various client audits, the normal get together
time expected to assemble this casing is close to ﬁve minutes. At Printlon, we oﬀer a guarantee
on each item, which guarantees that whatever you decide to arrange here is intended to keep
going for quite a long time.

order online @

.com
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NOW

Product Specs

Fabric Pop-up
Curve Display

Graphic Material: Polyester Fabric
Graphic GSM: 200
Pole Diameter: 17 mm
PoleThickness: 1.4 mm
Hardware Material: Aluminium Frame with Wooden Attachments
Printing: Full Color, 1440DPI, Dye-sublimation Printing

A fabric pop up curved display from Printlon can undoubtedly add some style to your public
exhibition stall! Lighter than conventional presentations and simple to set up, these bended
pennants can make a space for you in only a couple of moments. The top notch fabric makes it
simple for you to hang signs and items on it without harming either, while the expandable casing
permits you to pick how a lot of room you need to consume in the room. In the event that you
much of the time go to fairs where you need to pull in the consideration of many potential
customers as they stroll past you, requesting an excellent presentation from us can absolutely

order online @

.com
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Product Specs

Fabric Pop-up
Counter Display

Graphic Material: Polyester Fabric
Graphic GSM: 200
Pole Diameter: 12 mm (square pole)
PoleThickness: 1.4 mm
Hardware Front Side Size: 33"x33"
Hardware Left and Right Side Depth Size: 15" each
Top Wooden Base Size: 37"x16"
Middle Wooden Base Size: 30.5"x12"
Graphic Size (Total): 63.5"x33.5"
Hardware Material: Aluminum Frame with Wooden Attachments
Printing: Full Color, 1440DPI, Dye-sublimation Printing

Fabric pop up display stands are the ideal answer for your publicizing and showcasing needs.
Send your organization or association's message to the majority easily with our useful and
wonderful presentations. Our pop up displays is ready to set up and bring down just as amazingly
compact. With the banner previously connected to the stand, arrangement truly just takes
seconds. Regardless of whether it's over a few states or just to inn gatherings, their lightweight
material and conﬁguration make texture spring up show stands extraordinary for voyaging. They
are handily dispatched, moved in a vehicle, or even handled in gear on a ﬂight.

order online @

.com

ORDER

NOW

Product Specs

Fabric Adjustable
Banner Stand

Graphic Material: Polyester Fabric
Graphic GSM: 200
Pole Diameter: Bottom diameter of the pole- 38 mm
Pole Thickness: 1.4 mm
Hardware Material: Black Coated Aluminium
Printing: Full Color, 1440DPI, Dye-sublimation Printing

Hoping to ﬂaunt your business at an occasion or show in a manner that is basic yet proﬁcient?
Need an approach to display your limited time banners yet would prefer not to waste time with
unique instruments or materials? Hoping to show a pennant in a conspicuous spot yet stressed
over harming the dividers with screws or other equipment? Standards are one of the best and
alluring approaches to publicize your business or association, yet putting them up can be a major
issue. Our fabric adjustable banner stands are the ideal arrangement!

order online @

.com
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NOW

Fabric Step & Repeat
Adjustable Banner Stand
Product Specs
Graphic Material: Polyester Fabric
Graphic GSM: 200
Pole Diameter: Bottom diameter of the pole- 38 mm
Pole Thickness: 1.4 mm
Hardware Material: Black Coated Aluminium
Printing: Full Color, 1440DPI, Dye-sublimation Printing

Fabric step and repeat adjustable banner stands are an incredible decision for littler occasions
where you need a ground-breaking showcasing nearness. You'll cherish the powerful designs on
polyester fabric. Step and Repeat Banners are an extraordinary decision for: Press Conference,
Events, Shows, Exhibitions and more.

ORDER

NOW
order online @

.com

Canopy
Custom Canopy Tent 10 x 10

Custom Canopy Tent 20 x 10
Blank Canopy Tent

Custom Canopy Tents
10 x 10

Product Specs

Graphic Material: Tent Fabric
Graphic Weight: 270 GSM
Frame Construction: Pop up aluminum frame with 3 adjustable layers for height.
Telescopic legs snap into place oﬀering a range of heights.
Pole Diameter: 40 mm
Pole Max. Height: 135 inch
Pole Min. Height: 101 inch

Modify Your Canopy Tent
What's next on your rundown? A show, public expo, or any close to home occasion? Try not to
stress over the set up in the outside as you have Printlon next to you. Proﬀering you the sturdiest
quality Canopy Tents, we vow to turn your occasion to an amazing one. We deliberately make a
committed space so you can go to guests and construct better advertising and beneﬁts with your
forthcoming customers and clients also. Custom Canopy Tents by Printlon get overlays down and
ﬁts inside its advantageous stockpiling pack.

order online @

.com
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NOW

Custom Canopy Tents
20 x 10

Product Specs

Graphic Material: Tent Fabric
Graphic Weight: 270 GSM
Frame Construction: Pop up aluminum frame with 3 adjustable layers for height.
Telescopic legs snap into place oﬀering a range of heights.
Pole Diameter: 40 mm
Pole Max. Height: 135 inch
Pole Min. Height: 101 inch

Show Your Image with Custom Canopy Tents
Like a custom banner, indoor our pop up canopy tents are a fantastic method to grab the eye of
the entirety of the notable individuals strolling by your remain at public exhibitions, gatherings or
swap meets.
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NOW
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Blank Canopy Tent
Product Specs
Graphic Material: Tent Fabric
Graphic Weight: 270 GSM
Frame Construction: Pop up aluminum frame with 3 adjustable layers for height.
Telescopic legs snap into place oﬀering a range of heights.
Pole Diameter: 40 mm
Pole Max. Height: 135 inch
Pole Min. Height: 101 inch

An Amazing Occasion Adornment
Extraordinary outside asylum and an incredible indoor marketing item, this blank canopy tent
from Printlon is an ideal thing for games, picnics, parties, cafés, fairs, outdoors trips, to considerably more. This canopy comes in diﬀerent strong shades. The adaptive legs of this tent assistance
in brisk arrangement and adaptable tallness alteration. Get this simple pop up canopy and make
any of your outdoor occasions a triumph, regardless of its radiant, stormy or blustery. Other than
being a perfect answer for outside occasions, these strong color tents available to be purchased
can likewise be utilized inside for any special occasion also.
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Sky Tube Hanging Banner
Sky Tube Circle Hanging Banners
Sky Tube Square Hanging Banners
Sky Tube Triangle Hanging Banners

Product Specs

Skytube Circle
Hanging Banners

Graphic Material: Polyester Fabric
Graphic Weight: 200 GSM
Hardware Material: Anodized Coated Aluminium
Hardware Parts: Bungee poles, Curved poles, Inbuilt push lock pins
Pole Diameter
Pole Diameter: 32 mm
Pole Thickness: 1.4 mm

Stand apart from the Group
A big attention that you truly need to make a sprinkle at your next huge occasion, at that point no
compelling reason to look any farther than our sensational and eye getting sky tube circle hanging
banners. These delights can be suspended on the roof of the room your tradeshow slow down is
situated in. Otherwise called circle hanging expo designs, these are 10 feet in length at the top
and 8 feet a Hanging the base. These roof signs include excellent fabric and a bended presentation to expand the impact of your image message by guaranteeing your logo and words can be
seen from all points.

ORDER

NOW

Product Specs

Skytube Square
Hanging Banners

Graphic Material: Polyester Fabric
Graphic Weight: 200 GSM
Hardware Material: Anodized Coated Aluminium
Hardware Parts: Bungee poles, Curved poles, Inbuilt push lock pins
Pole Diameter
Pole Diameter: 32 mm
Pole Thickness: 1.4 mm

Stand apart from the Group
Make a "buzz" with a scope of hanging fabric banners and signs from Printlon! Your slow down
will stand apart at your next show with our sky tube hanging square signs. Every ﬂag comes total
with an aluminum outline for simple dangling from the roof of your scene. Simply adjust the posts
properly - arrangement and bring down is simple. At the point when it's a great opportunity to
wrap up, simply place everything in the included convenient convey pack for security and easy
transport.
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Product Specs

Skytube Triangle
Hanging Banners

Graphic Material: Polyester Fabric
Graphic Weight: 200 GSM
Hardware Material: Anodized Coated Aluminium
Hardware Parts: Bungee poles, Curved poles, Inbuilt push lock pins
Pole Diameter
Pole Diameter: 32 mm
Pole Thickness: 1.4 mm

Stand apart from the Group
Sky tube triangle hanging banners are very mainstream in huge occasions, for example, shows
and tradeshows which is as it should be. Other than showing your image message and logo to one
and all, they invest wholeheartedly of spot on the roof making it way more noticeable than their
littler partners. Fortunately we have a few assortments in stock alongside our ever well known
triangular assortment that come total with their own canvas pack. As it were, you can tote them
around anyplace easily. It additionally has adequate space for the entirety of the parts that accompany the standard.
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